The future of electronics is stretchy
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A material known as eutectic gallium–indium (eGaIn), which maintains a liquid form at room temperature, has been used for connections in stretchable electronics, but its high surface tension keeps it from connecting properly to rigid components. Various strategies have been used to get around this problem, but at the cost of limiting the stretchability and durability of the resulting circuits.

Kramer-Bottiglio's lab took a different approach by using eGaIn nanoparticles to develop a new material—biphasic Ga-In (bGaIn)—which has both solid and liquid elements. When heated to 900 degrees C, a nanoparticle film of eGaIn changes form, developing a thin, solid oxide layer on top with a thick layer of solid particles embedded in liquid eGaIn. When peeled off, the material is transferred to stretchable substrates, similar to how temporary tattoos work.

With a robust interface between bGaIn and rigid electronic components, the result is a stretchable circuit board assembly that performs as well as a conventional one, even under high levels of strain. The approach opens up opportunities to create stretchable circuits for a wide range of industrial applications, including soft displays and smart garments.

To demonstrate the process, the team used it to build a number of devices, including an amplifier circuit that could be stretched to at least five times its original length, a stretchable "Yale" LED array, and a multilayer signal conditioning circuit board integrated with a stretchable sensor attached to the surface of a user's shirt sleeve. The circuits were also applied to a latex balloon and "hand-written" onto a very porous foam.

"The key here is that the whole circuit is stretchable," said co-author Dylan Shah, a Ph.D. student in Kramer-Bottiglio's lab. "Previous circuits used in soft robots had a combination of small areas that didn't stretch, and then stretchable areas. Since our circuits have a conductor and
interface that are both stretchable, they are much more elastic and flexible."

For this study, the researchers used transfer printing, which requires a manual step. Liu, who is now a postdoctoral associate at Northwestern University, said that one of the next steps with the research is to modify the bGaIn ink for printability, so that it can be seamlessly integrated into automated circuit manufacturing lines.
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